1. Summarize the progress in your laboratory in realizing top-level standards of:

(a) broad-band radiometric quantities:

**New setup for calibration of broad-band UV-radiometers**
A new setup has been completed at PTB for calibration of broad-band UV-radiometers that are used to monitor UV-curing processes in various industrial applications. The setup includes different UV sources commonly used for the UV-curing: low- and medium-pressure Hg lamps without doping, Hg-lamps with Fe as well as Ga doping and, finally, LED sources with peak wavelengths at 365 nm and 395 nm that are also increasingly used in the UV-curing applications. Up to five UV-sources can be operated in parallel. The spectral irradiance of a source measured by a spectroradiometer can be numerically weighted with the actinic action spectrum that the UV-radiometer is designed for. Comparison of the resulting integral value and the readout of the UV-radiometer provides then the responsivity of the broad-band radiometer with respect to the weighted actinic irradiance.

(b) spectral radiometric quantities:

**The Metrology Light Source (MLS) — PTB’s electron storage ring dedicated to metrology**
- The announcement by the major semiconductor manufacturers Samsung and TSMC in autumn 2018 to use extreme-UV (EUV) lithography for the production of high-end processors marks the commercial breakthrough of this technology after a long development phase. PTB has made a major contribution to this development through its unique EUV radiometry capabilities at the MLS (and the electron storage ring BESSY II) in Berlin-Adlershof. Based on a beamtime of currently more than 6,000 hours per year at several beamlines, this field of activity opens excellent perspectives for EUV radiometry.
- Several studies refer in this context to the development of stable detector standards in the EUV and vacuum-UV (Reichel et al. 2016, Gottwald et al. 2018, Gottwald and Scholze 2018).
In the same spectral range, a room temperature radiometer, developed at the Japanese NMIJ/AIST for EUV lasers, was successfully compared with the primary detector standard SYRES II and the Metrology Light Source as primary source standard.

In cooperation with the Fraunhofer IPM in Freiburg, gas photoionization chambers were characterized as absolute VUV detectors for the quantitative evaluation of solar radiation data from the SolACES instrument on board of the International Space Station (ISS). In this context, photoionization cross-sections of noble gases with a solid traceability were newly determined for applications also in the characterization of EUV lasers and the analysis of combustion gases (Schäfer et al. 2018).

The radiometric characterization of the EUI and SPICE spectrographs of ESA’s Solar Orbiter mission could be completed.

Various single photon detectors have been calibrated using a new operation mode that automatically lowers and counts the number of electrons stored in the MLS.

Metrology for Terahertz Radiation
PTB continues to extend its capabilities of metrology for THz radiation. The pilot comparison of THz power measurement using PTB’s THz laser was carried out between NIST, NIM and PTB and published in IEEE transactions on terahertz science and technology 6, 664-669 (2016). A reference material for characterization of transmission and reflection measurements was developed in a joint research project with an industrial partner (Optics Express 26, 34002-34006 (2018). A comparison of the high-frequency power measurement in rectangular waveguides on the one hand and the free-space power measurement of a Gaussian beam on the other hand is carried out at PTB in the frequency range between 80 GHz and 110 GHz. Both methods are completely independent in terms of metrological tracing back absolute power measurements because the radiant power in the quasi-optical measurement setup is measured by means of a special pyroelectric THz detector which is designed to yield a constant spectral responsivity in the range 100 GHz to 5 THz (Technisches Messen 83, 386-389 (2016). Therefore, it is calibrated using optical methods at frequencies above 1 THz with PTB’s THz laser.

Metrology for single photon sources and detectors
The single-photon source based on the nitrogen vacancy center in a nanodiamond with a traceable spectral photon flux was realized and fully metrologically characterized (B Rodiek, et. al., Journal of Physics: Conf. Series 972 (2018)). The total output power of this source is adjustable between 55 fW and 75 fW, between a total photon flux of 190 000 photons per second and 260 000 photons per second, respectively. The relative standard uncertainty of the spectral photon flux was determined to be 4.0 %. Furthermore, the angular distribution of the emission of an NV center in a nanodiamond was also investigated. New single-photon sources with a calculable photon emission rate and high purity will be developed within the frame
the EMPIR Project 17FUN06 SIQUEST: Single-photon sources as new quantum standards. In addition, the calibration of the detection efficiency calibration of a gated fiber-coupled InGaAs/InP single-photon avalanche diode detector was reported (Marco López, et. al., Proceedings of NEWRAD 2017, Tokyo 13 - 16 (2017)). The calibration was performed against a low-noise traceable InGaAs photodiode at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The detection efficiency was determined for different photon flux rates between 600 photons/s and 20000 photons/s. The standard uncertainty achieved is < 1 %.

**Differential Spectral Responsivity facility (DSR and Laser-DSR)**

The laser-based Differential Spectral Responsivity (DSR) facility is used for high precision calibrations of the spectral irradiance responsivity of large area detectors like solar cells with an uncertainty of 0.4%. With current activities, the uncertainty shall be reduced to 0,35%. The traditional, lamp-based DSR-facility is used for routine operation for the calibration of the absolute spectral irradiance responsivity of solar cells, photometric detectors and UV detectors, traceable to the PTB’s cryogenic radiometer. Using the current, obtained by the (Laser-) DSR measurements, an accurate IV-characteristics under STC can be determined.

**Competence Centre for PV-Metrology**

The PTB is establishing a competence center for PV metrology. It will offer a unique infrastructure of laboratory and free-field calibration procedures with the lowest measurement uncertainties worldwide and it will serve the metrological support of the energy transition. With the PV Metrology Competence Centre, PTB is extending their activities from the area of solar cells to solar modules. It will cover all required parameters for a comprehensive calibration regarding all yield-relevant quantities and the energy rating according to IEC 61853.

**Diffuse Reflectance**

The goniometric primary set-up as well as the sphere-based facility are constantly asked for calibration tasks on a high level. Unfortunately, this work was severely impaired in 2018 by a long-time drop-out of climate controls with impact like calibration postponement still in 2019. The wavelength range of the gonio-setup will be enhanced to cover the NIR range >1700 nm to 2500 nm by implementing new measurement schemes and radiation sources.

Investigations on the influence of polarization in directed-directed diffuse geometry raised great attention in the field. Special activities on this subject were introduced to the research projects described below.

The European Metrology Research Program (EMRP) project “xD-Reflect, Multidimensional Reflectometry for Industry” was successfully finalized. The smaller follow-up project “BiRD, Bidirectional Reflection Definition”, was started in the pre-normative call of EMPIR and is currently in its second half. In this project the gained knowledge from xD-Reflect as well as further investigations will result in
recommendations on measurements of BRDF, Sparkle and Gloss. These will be published as TRs of the specially founded CIE TCs 2-85 (BRDF), JTC 12 (Sparkle & Graininess), and JTC 17 (Gloss).

In May 2019 the EMPIR program BxDiff (“Bi-directional measurements in extra dimensions of diffusing materials”, call SI broader scope) was started in which the European measurements capabilities for BRDF-measurements will be improved, first NMI reference set-ups for BSSRF will be created, and dedicated BTDF primary facilities will be implemented at Aalto and PTB. This EMPIR project found an overwhelming support by stakeholders (>30 from diversified fields of applications).

Regular spectral transmittance and reflectance
Following the CCPR-K6 comparison on regular transmittance the facility served as link laboratory for the local European comparison on regular transmittance. The primary facility is constantly booked out by calibrations, not few being performed on special items from optical industry, research institutions or industry. Therefore, a continual effort is made especially in adding new radiation sources. E.g. a quantum cascade laser for measurements in the MIR was successfully integrated as well as small spot laser sources to supply calibrations in the growing field of micro-samples.

(c) photometric quantities:

Luminous flux and LED measurement facility
The robot-based goniophotometer, where lamps or luminaires are not moved during measurement, and the versatile LED measurement setup for gonio-photometric measurements, which can be used for sources which are insensitive with respect to position and movement, are permanently improved to satisfy customer needs also with respect to gonio-spectral measurements. Cost-efficient fisheye camera assisted integrating sphere measurements provide additional information to the customers about the distribution of the partial luminous flux of sources. The robot-based goniophotometer and the integrating sphere of PTB were successfully used for the measurements of the group of PTB luminous flux travelling standard lamps within the CCPR-K4.2017, piloted by NMIJ/AIST.

Luminous intensity
The Photometric Bench System of PTB was successfully used for the measurements of the group of PTB luminous intensity travelling standard lamps within the CCPR-K3.2014, piloted by NRC (Draft A completed, review by participants ongoing). To improve and shorten the traceability chain from the cryogenic radiometer to the luminous intensity lamps for the realization of the unit of the quantity luminous intensity, PTB built a special transition-trap-based photometer \((V(\lambda)-\text{Trap})\) which can be calibrated using the coherent light beams of PTBs Lasers based setups, as well as incoherent incandescent light sources. The \(V(\lambda)-\text{Trap}\) device is currently calibrated against the cryogenic radiometer. It will be used to determine the temperature of a
black body to subsequently calibrate a luminous intensity standard lamp by the determination of its distribution temperature traceable to the black body and its luminous intensity traceable to the cryogenic radiometer by the $V(\lambda)$-Trap taking all correlations into account.

Within the framework of the EMPIR Project PhotoLED a special LED luminous intensity transfer standard was developed at PTB which is to be used as a transfer standard for a specific LED illuminant and which is currently being discussed as a complementing standard illuminant for Illuminant A.

2. **What other work has taken place in your laboratory in scientific or technological areas relevant to the CCPR?**

**Traceability for ground-based monitoring of total column ozone (TOC)**

Within the recently accomplished EMRP ENV59 project ATMOZ “Traceability for the total column ozone” PTB characterized different reference and network instruments from the global TOC monitoring networks with respect to their spectroradiometric properties and thermal coefficients. The results allowed to estimate the respective uncertainty contributions and to improve the consistency of the TOC determinations among the instruments.

Moreover, in a cooperation with an industrial partner Gigahertz-Optik GmbH, a novel array spectroradiometer was adapted for measuring direct solar irradiance, radiometrically characterized, calibrated and operated by PTB during a TOC comparison measurement campaign organized within the EMRP ATMOZ project at Izaña observatory in Tenerife in September 2016. The results of the determined TOC values showed a good agreement to those yielded by the Dobson and Brewer instruments.

**Compact ns-OPO based setup for radiometric applications**

A new setup based on an optical parametrical oscillator (OPO) operating at 1 kHz pulse repetition rate was recently taken into use at PTB. It is an upgrade for the Pulsed Laser for Advanced Characterization of Spectroradiometers (PLACOS) facility that has been in operation at PTB for over ten years. The new setup offers an advantage of significantly shorter measurement times, a broader dynamic range and an improved stability. It enables characterization and calibration of array spectroradiometers with respect to stray light, bandpass characteristics as well as wavelength scale over the spectral range from 210 nm to 2600 nm. The ns-OPO setup has been also used for spectral responsivity calibrations of UV-radiometers.

**LED-based UV source for monitoring spectroradiometer properties**

Within the EMRP ENV59 project ATMOZ “Traceability for total column ozone”, a compact and stable UV monitoring source based on state-of-the-art commercially available ultraviolet light emitting diodes (UV-LEDs) has been developed by PTB. It is designed to trace the radiometric stability — both responsivity and wavelength scale — of array spectroradiometers measuring direct solar irradiance in the wavelength range between 300 nm and 400 nm. The UV-LED source was used together with an
array spectroradiometer developed by Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium Davos, World Radiation Center (PMOD/WRC) during an international TOC comparison campaign organized within the EMRP ATMOZ project at Izaña observatory in Tenerife in September 2016. In-field measurements of the source with an array spectroradiometer indicated the stability of the source to be within the standard uncertainty of the spectroradiometer calibration, which was within 1% to 2%.

**Radiometry for remote sensing**

The new Reduced Background Calibration Facility 2 (RBCF2) of PTB was brought into operation as the successor of the Reduced Background Calibration Facility (RBCF). It provides traceable calibrations of space based infrared remote sensing experiments in terms of radiation temperature and spectral radiance under cryogenic and/or vacuum conditions. The integration of the instruments under test into the RBCF2 can be done under ISO 5 clean room conditions.

Reference sources for comparisons are several dedicated vacuum variable temperature blackbodies, ranging from -196 °C to 430 °C, a large area heatpipe blackbody operable from -60 °C to 50 °C featuring a radiating diameter of 250 mm and calibrated vacuum integrating sphere radiators for UV-VIS and SWIR applications. The radiation temperatures of the blackbodies and the radiance of the integrating sphere radiators are traceable to the ITS-90 via the primary standards of PTB. Using the calibrated vacuum infrared standard radiation thermometer (VIRST) direct calibrations of sources in terms of radiation temperature in the wavelength range from 8 µm to 14 µm can also be performed.

The radiation of the reference sources and the sources under test can also be imaged on a vacuum Fourier-Transform Spectrometer (FTS) to allow spectrally resolved measurements. The FTS covers the wavelength range from 0.4 µm to 1000 µm. Sources can be also spatially mapped and characterized for the lateral distribution of their spectral radiance. The flexible design of the facility allows also large aperture camera characterizations and modifications for customer needs and the measurement of directional spectral emissivities over a wide temperature and wavelength range.

Recently the On-Board Calibration Assembly (OBCA) of the hyperspectral satellite EnMAP was fully characterized in the spectral range from 400 nm to 2500 nm with a spectral resolution of 0.1 nm under application conditions. Another recent task was the spectral characterization of critical components like beamsplitter and candidates for blackbody coatings of the of the planned ESA Earth Explorer 9 FORUM in the spectral range from 4 µm to 100 µm during phase A of the mission.

**Spectral and total emissivity**

PTB continues to extend its capabilities to determine the directional spectral emissivity, total directional and total hemispherical emissivity of surfaces. Additionally, to the existing capabilities to measure directional spectral emissivities from 1.1 µm to 200 µm under variable angles of observation in a temperature range from -40 °C to 1000 °C under air and vacuum it is now possible to characterize semi-transparent and foil samples as well.
Fourier transform spectroradiometers for solar UV and IR irradiance measurements

A Fourier transform spectroradiometer has been calibrated against different standard lamps and in parallel radiation against other spectroradiometer. The Fourier transform spectroradiometer is used for outdoor measurements of the direct sunlight with a high wavelength resolution of 0.05 nm. The facility will complement an array spectroradiometer with lower wavelength resolution and a smaller wavelength range when performing primary solar cell calibration with the Direct-Sunlight-Method (DSM).

Status of the CCPR-K1.a
PTB participates in comparison CCPR-K1.a Spectral Irradiance 250 nm - 2500 nm piloted by VNIIOFI. PTB measurements were completed. Pre-draft A is in preparation.

Status of the CCPR-K1.b
PTB participates in second-round CCPR key comparison K1.b spectral irradiance 200 nm to 400 nm, piloted by NIST. The technical protocol is in preparation.

Status of the CCPR-K2.a.2015
PTB participates in the comparison CCPR-K2.a.2015. “Spectral Responsivity” (wavelength range 900 nm to 1600 nm). PTB has finished its measurements.

Status of the CCPR-K2.b.2016
PTB participates in the comparison CCPR-K2.b.2016. “Spectral Responsivity” (wavelength range 300 nm to 1000 nm). PTB has finished its measurements and has sent the result report and the technical to the pilot.

Status of the CCPR K3
The measurements campaign for the CCPR K3.2014 “Luminous Intensity” at PTB has been finished. The final result for all 6 WI41/G lamps of PTB was sent to the pilot laboratory (NRC) in July 2015. In the meantime, the pilot distributed Draft A for review to the participants.

Status of the CCPR K4
The measurements campaign for the CCPR K4.2017 “Luminous Flux” at PTB has been finished. The final results for all lamps of PTB were sent to the pilot laboratory (NMIJ/AIST) in 2018. In the meantime, the measurement of all participant lamps finished at the pilot.

Status of the CCPR K6.2010
The comparison was successfully finalized and the final report can be downloaded from the CIPM webpage.

Status of CCPR-K5.2018
The comparison on “Spectral Diffuse Reflectance” was started in early 2019. Samples were acquired and measurements by the pilot (Aalto) are in progress.

**Status of the CCPR pilot comparison “Spectral Responsivity in the Terahertz Spectral Range”**

In 2015 the CCPR pilot comparison “Spectral Responsivity in the Terahertz Spectral Range” between NIST, NIM, and PTB took place at PTB at two frequencies, namely 2.52 THz and 0.762 THz. The results are published in IEEE transactions on terahertz science and technology, 6, 664-669 (2016); doi: 10.1109/TTHZ.2016.2590260.

**Status of the CCPR “Pilot study on the detection efficiency of single-photon detectors – Si-SPAD”**

The “pilot study on the detection efficiency of single-photon detectors – Si-SPAD” started in May 2016 at PTB with the first measurements. This pilot study is carried out within the frame of the CCPR-WG-SP Task Group 11. There are 11 participants in this pilot study, from which 7 have already carried out their measurements. It is planned that the study ends in 2020 with the final report.

**Status of COOMET.PR-K1.b.1: Bilateral comparison of spectral irradiance of deuterium lamps between PTB and VNIOFI**

A bilateral comparison of spectral irradiance measurements of deuterium lamps in the spectral range between 200 nm and 350 nm was completed between PTB and VNIOFI. The comparison was accomplished within the framework of RMO COOMET intercomparison, where VNIOFI acts as a pilot laboratory. PTB acted as link laboratory to the CCPR-K1.b.

**Status of COOMET.PR-K1a.2018 spectral irradiance 250 nm - 2500 nm**

PTB participates in COOMET.PR-K1a.2018 spectral irradiance 250 nm - 2500 nm as link to CCPR-K1.a Spectral Irradiance 250 nm - 2500 nm. Measurements at PTB were completed.

**Status of EURAMET.PR-S5**

The measurements of EURAMET Supplementary Comparison S5 about the short circuit current under Standard-Test-Conditions of reference solar cells are finished. The confirmation of the data of the participants and the evaluation has been succeeded. The Pre-Draft A is completed, and the Draft A is planned for 2019.

**CCT NCTerm "Absolute radiometry for re-defined kelvin"**

The re-definition of the kelvin in terms of the Boltzmann constant in May 2019 strengthens the role of primary thermometry methods such as the temperature measurement of a blackbody radiator by absolute radiometry and Planck’s law of thermal radiation in order to directly measure and disseminate the thermodynamic temperature. Robust data of T-T90 is required for ongoing improvements of the Mise-en-pratique of the kelvin and to facilitate the transition towards the re-defined unit. Within the
EMPIR project “Implementing the new kelvin – 2” PTB together with NIST, NPL, LNE-CNAM, CEM and NIM investigated the difference between the thermodynamic temperature $T$ and $T_{90}$ in the temperature range between 550 °C and 962 °C using absolutely calibrated Si and InGaAs filter radiometers.

In the temperature between 1086 °C and 2474 °C PTB together with the VNIIOFI developed and realized a two-wavelength ratio technique which by comparing two primary radiometric sources, synchrotron radiation and blackbody radiation, allows to determine the unknown temperature of a blackbody. Compared to absolute single wavelength filter radiometry the ratio technique promises to benefit from a nearly identical measurement geometry for both radiometers and thus reduced measurement uncertainties. In a first practical realization the estimated measurement uncertainties were enlarged by a factor of 4 instead, partly due to a higher sensitivity to small variations of the observed photocurrent, and partly due to the drift in spectral transmission of the storage rings exit window.

Short Course in Photometry
In November 2019, PTB will organize the 2019 short course in photometry for German speaking participants. This 11th short course comprises the most relevant topics of metrology and traceability in the field of photometry and colorimetry and targets lighting engineers and scientists working in the field of metrology.

Traceability of the detection efficiency of fiber-coupled single photon detectors to national standards
PTB and the “Sources and Detectors” group at NIST Boulder are working in a joint effort to validate the traceability of the detection efficiency of fiber-coupled single photon detectors to national standards, i.e. the cryogenic radiometer. Two calibration campaigns have been performed at NIST Boulder laboratories and PTBs Metrology Light Source. The aim was to identify suitable corrections that have to be applied when fiber-coupled detectors are calibrated against free-space standards, such as the reflection at the fibre end which occurs only during free-space measurements. The results have been published (Müller, Ingmar; Horansky, R. D.; Lehmann, J. H.; Nam, S. W.; Vayshenker, I.; Werner, Lutz; Wübbeler, Gerd; White, M.: Verification of calibration methods for determining photon-counting detection efficiency using superconducting nano-wire single photon detectors. Optics Express, 25 (2017), 18, 21483-21495, dx.doi.org/10.1364/OE.25.021483 OSA Publishing. ISSN 1094-4087).

Status of COOMET.PR-S2
VNIIOFI, PTB, Ukrmetrteststandard and GUM performed a supplementary comparison of the material property “Angle of rotation of plane of polarization” (CCPR service number 4.17.0). The final report has been published in 2019: Vishnyakov et al. “Report on supplementary comparison COOMET.PR-S2: angle of rotation of plane of polarization”, Metrologia, 56 (2019), 1A, Techn. Suppl., 02002. The report contains also an alternative evaluation based on the publication [1] which resulted in slightly different values.
3. What work in PR has been/will be terminated in your laboratory, if any, in the past/future few years? Please provide the name of the institution if it has been/will be substituted by a DI or accredited laboratory.

4. What are present, new or emerging needs of users of your services that are not being supported sufficiently by current CCPR activities or initiatives? In the light of this information please suggest desirable changes in the future working program of the CCPR.

5. What priorities do you suggest for new research and development programmes at NMIs in the area of Photometry and Radiometry?
   - The development of transfer standard detectors and calibration procedures for (high-power) UV spectral responsivity.
   - The development of stable transfer standard detectors for VUV and EUV spectral responsivity.
   - The development of transfer standard sources and spectral irradiance calibration procedures for high-power UV spectral irradiance.
   - Near-field gonio-photometry, imaging photometry (ILMDs) and imaging radiometry are important technologies for the future. True traceability of measured sources or plots cannot be provided currently. Although European NMIs tried to establish joint projects in the framework of the European Metrology Research program more than once, these JRPs were rejected by the reviewers and the attempts failed.
   - The development of transfer standards sources for LEDs and OLEDs to be used as secondary standards in photometry.
   - The development transfer standards for BSSRD and BTDF (tackled currently in EMPIR BxDiff).
   - The development of single photon standard sources to be used as standards for single photon and low photon flux radiometry.
   - The development of a method for the accurate measurement of angular dependency of solar modules to fit the needs of the energy rating standards.

6. Are there any research projects where you might be looking for collaborators from other NMIs or are there studies that might be suitable for collaboration or coordination between NMIs?
Within Europe this is currently almost completely covered by the EMPIR research programs and projects.

7. Have you got any other information to place before the CCPR in advance of its next meeting?

8. Bibliography of radiometry and photometry papers of your laboratory since the last CCPR (September 2016)?
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